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This interesting, comprehensive book about business ethics argues that ethics is the â€˜glueâ€™

that makes successful business possible. It allows the reader to see the whole range of issues in

business ethics rather than just selected topics. Its focus on internationalization and globalization is

important, as it relates facts about this dynamic, growing aspect of corporate business. Business

Ethics 7eÂ not only covers ethics, it also includes such topics as: management, production,

marketing, finance, workersâ€™ rights, and environmental issues; it enables readers to see how all

of the issues presented are interrelated. An excellent resource and referenceÂ text for international

corporate employees, marketing administrators, and human resource managers and employees.
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This interesting, comprehensive book about business ethics argues that ethics is the 'glue' that

makes successful business possible. It allows the reader to see the whole range of issues in

business ethics rather than just selected topics. Its focus on internationalization and globalization is

important, as it relates facts about this dynamic, growing aspect of corporate business. "Business

Ethics 7e" not only covers ethics, it also includes such topics as: management, production,

marketing, finance, workers' rights, and environmental issues; it enables readers to see how all of

the issues presented are interrelated. An excellent resource and reference text for international

corporate employees, marketing administrators, and human resource managers and employees.
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I appreciated the quick shipping and excellent customer service! I would give five stars for service,

but the book was just okay. It is a basic book for students who truly need it for a Business Ethics

course and maybe need to understand the framework of ethics, but it is lacks good organization and

engaging language. The writing style was not very conducive to learning as it was full of

contradictions and took an excessive amount of words to communicate a simple concept. It reads

like a philosophy textbook that can easily put a person to sleep.

This book was required for one of my courses. I rented it, so of course I wasn't expecting much. It

was in absolutely the worst shape of any book I've ever rented! Also, this book may cover some

good material, but the way in which it's written is very dry and sometimes not in reasonable order.

Even my instructor disliked this book!An extra star for 's decent rental price, and good service in

general. Also, the book worked for it's intended purpose, as I didn't notice any missing pages or

anything like that.



Possibly the worst book I have ever read. The author is making failing attempts to sound intelligent.

The book is overtly verbose and intentionally obtuse. On top of tha The author is making failing

attempts to sound intelligent. The book is overtly verbose and intentionally obtuse. On top of that, it

is incredibly vague--the author says almost nothing with every drudginly long sentence he writes.

The rare moments that are not excruciatingly convoluted are simply repetitive. Upon finishing the

introduction, I have no idea what business ethics really means to this author. I am a straight A

student, but I am going to drop this class for something else entirely because I cannot fathom

reading this book every day. My girlfriend got home late from work last night and noted that I was in

a horrible mood. She was right and I didn't even know why. Her coming home is usually the

highlight of my day, but I was so angry about the reading that I was doing that I couldn't even be

excited to see her. I enjoy school and love to learn, but this book completely saps my energy and

makes it nearly impossible for me to find the desire to study my other subjects. Some people have

written that it reads like a doctorate piece. I couldn't disagree more. I have taken several law classes

so I understand the concept of weeding people out through legalese...let's not give this author that

much credit. This is pure trash. Needless to say, avoid this at all costs.

Dry read, but good content

good school book

Great book, very informative.

Great book

This is such a horrible book. I have to take a business ethics class this semester to graduate and

the class is ok but the textbook is worse than the biology book I had to read my first year. The

author way over uses words and thinks putting in one's people can't even pronounce makes the

book sound smart or something. It's boring, horribly outdated, and you don't really learn a whole lot

from it. I feel bad for anyone who's required to read this like I have to. The way its written is

appalling as well. One of the worst reads ever!
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